
Our Universe is everything we can touch, feel, sense, measure 
and detect. It is made up of billions of galaxies and it contains 
billions of stars. No one knows what shape the Universe is,  
nor its exact size, but we know it is vast because even using  
special instruments, we can’t see the edge.

OUR UNIVERSE

Can you place these objects found in space in 
order from the biggest to the smallest?
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THE BIG BANG
The Big Bang theory states that 
about 13.7 billion years ago all  
the matter in the Universe was  
concentrated into a single tiny  
point that rapidly expanded  
in a huge explosion.

Objects that are bigger than 
a planet, but smaller than 
a star are known as Brown 
Dwarfs. These are much 
cooler than stars, so they 
don’t burn bright enough to 
be seen with the naked eye. 

Asteroids are rocky, airless 
worlds that orbit our Sun.  
They are too small to be  
called planets. Scientists keep 
a close watch on asteroids  
that may pass close to Earth. 
These are called NEOs  
(Near-Earth Objects).

SPLENDID SPACE
Outer space begins around 100 km above the 
Earth. It is a vacuum with no air, which means 
that sound cannot travel through it. If you were 
floating in space, no one could hear you talk, 
shout or even scream!

The International Space Station (ISS) is an  
astronaut’s home away from home. Draw arrows to 
insert the missing pieces from this picture of the ISS. 

IS SPACE BLACK?

Space only appears dark. 
Earth’s atmosphere is full of 
particles that scatter light from  
the Sun, creating a blue sky.  
But in space, the atmosphere does 
not contain enough particles and 
objects to scatter light.

ACTIVITY
ACTIVITY

BIG
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The ISS is the  biggest object everflown in space.  It orbits the Earth16 times a day.
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Robot technology is advancing all 
the time. Scientists can build and 
programme robots to  
entertain us, educate us  
or to help us do many jobs,  
some of which are too  
dangerous for us to do.

ROBOT REVOLUTION
You have been asked to design a robot 
for an elderly person living on their own.

ACTIVITY
List four tasks that an elderly person 
needs help with in their home.

TARGET TASKS

1.  ........................................................................................

2. ........................................................................................

3. ........................................................................................

4. ........................................................................................
Draw the ‘blueprint’ 
for your robot here. 
Make sure that it has 
all of the movement 
and communication 
tools it needs to 
complete your four 
target tasks. A surveillance robot can go into a 

danger zone, like an earthquake, 
to check for survivors and the 
safety of a building. Robots can 
take pictures and record data in 
difficult to reach, or dangerous 
environments, like the bottom of 
the ocean or a planet in space.

In the automotive industry,  
robots perform many tasks  
like welding, painting and riveting. 
This increases productivity.

GIVE YOUR ROBOT A NAME.
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Long before the smartphone, people communicated over 
long distances with text messages, but back then they were 
known as codes. Lots of engineers thought about ways to do 
this, but it was Samuel Morse, and his assistant Alfred Vail, 
who set up a working telegraph system in 1837.

An electric telegraph 
uses electrical signals 
to send messages down 
a metal wire. 

Morse and Vail developed a code of short and long 
signals, known as dots and dashes. The sender used 
a special key to tap in the dots and dashes. At the 
other end of the wire, a mechanism punched the dots 
and dashes onto  paper, ready to be decoded!

ACTIVITY
On May 24, 1844 the first official Morse telegraph opened. Morse sent 
the first message a distance of 71 kilometres from the US capital 
city, Washington, DC to Baltimore. Which wire should he use to get his 
message to Baltimore? 

SAMUEL MORSE
Morse wasn’t only an inventor, he 

was also a professional artist. 
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LONG-DISTANCE
 INFORMATION

_       _       _       _  

_       _       _       _  

_       _       _

_       _       _       _       _       _       _       

Morse code signals can also be made 
using sounds or flashes of light. Why not 
send your own Morse code messages to 
a friend using a flashlight?

Use the Morse code key to decode and read the first 
message that was sent by Morse.

MORE MORSE MESSAGES
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Wire C will get his message to Baltimore.

The message reads: What hath God wrought?
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Can you imagine a sports competition without numbers? It would be chaos!  
Without maths, there would be no way of measuring how far someone had run,  
jumped or thrown. We wouldn’t be able to compare speeds or heights or distances.  
We’d never know if someone had beaten their personal best or set a new world record. 

SPORTS DAY
SPRINT: RESULTS 

 Name Time Position
(seconds)

 Lucy 14.32

 Amir 14.23

 Alexander 14.01

 Rosa 14.10

 Tariq 14.31

 Imani 14.13

1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc. are ordinal numbers. Ordinals 
indicate a position in relation to something 

else. These ordinals let the runners know what 
order, or position, they finished the race in.

HALF MARATHON  
In the half marathon, the first three runners to cross the 
line receive medals. Convert their finishing times to hours, 
minutes and seconds. Then colour their medals gold,  
silver or bronze! 

SALMA
ZARABEN

SPRINT

HALF MARATHON: RESULTS

Name Time Time in hours, 
minutes, 
seconds

 Salma 79 minutes ...... h ...... m ...... s 22 seconds 

Zara 125 minutes ...... h ...... m ...... s 51 seconds

Ben 120 minutes ...... h ...... m ...... s 30 seconds

JAVELIN  
Five athletes are competing in the 
javelin. Read the following report, 
then draw their javelins flying 
through the air and landing at the 
correct distances. Use colours to 
match each athlete’s vest. 

HURDLES  
There’s only one hurdle on the 
track! Add the other hurdles 
by drawing one every seven 
metres in all three lanes. 

ACTIVITY

These athletes are busy running, jumping and throwing. Use your maths 
skills to help them take part in the competition and sort out the results!

Rank these runners according to their race results 
to show who came 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th. 

Jade threw 16 metres. 

Maria threw half o
f Jade’s distance,  

while Juan threw twice as far as Jade. 

Chris managed two metre
s more than Jade, while 

Simon threw 300 centim
etre

s less than Juan.
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Hurdles

Javelin
Jade: 16 metres; Maria: 8 metres;  
Juan: 32 metres; Chris: 18 metres; 
Simon: 29 metres

Sprint
Name Time (seconds) Position
Lucy 14.32 6th
Amir 14.23 4th
Alexander 14.01 1st
Rosa 14.10 2nd
Tariq 14.31 5th
Imani 14.13 3rd

Half Marathon
Name Time Time in hours, 

 minutes, 
 seconds

Salma 79 minutes  1 h 19 m 22 s 
22 seconds 

Zara 125 minutes  2 h 5 m 51 s 
51 seconds 

Ben 120 minutes  2 h 0 m 30 s 
30 seconds 

Gold = Salma
Silver = Ben
Bronze = Zara
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